For over forty years—
Camera enthusiasts, both amateur and professional, have relied on us for the solving of all their Photographic Problems. May we assist you, too?

RALPH HARRIS CO.
CAMERAS and PHOTOGRAPHIC SUPPLIES
"Established Over Forty Years"

NO. NO.
47 Bromfield Street - - Boston 47
Telephone Liberty 7142

With their usual abode recently taken away from them, Technology's fencers have found the basement of Monroe a satisfactory place for practice. Special fluorescent lights have been installed to give adequate lighting.

Above, a picture taken in a Walker handball court shows two fencers, sans masks, stretching their muscles. Below, a student bends his sabre against the chest of the coach, again in the Senior House basement.

People who prefer the best . . . prefer the Latin Quarter
Special Rates for Parties
For Reservations Call HUB 1920

46 Winchester St. Boston, Mass.